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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 
I. 

The subject of this research is the so-called Surface Architecture, intended at the 

intersection between the Branding of Urban Space and the Transformation of Culture into Image. 

What I am concerned with is the architectural production in which brand and surface conjoin 

according to the models of advertisement and of consumerist market so to project architecture as 

image.  

The case studies considered here are: the One New Change retail store, the W London 

boutique-hotel, both located in London, and the Romeo hotel in Naples. The relevance of these 

buildings to our discourse is in the fact of being conceived as images, of being spaces of brand – 

from the status of the architects who designed them to the activities they host and the products 

they sell – and of being situated in very sensitive areas: the first two in St. Paul and Leicester 

square, the last one on the city’s waterfront. The differences in the way brand, surface and image 

work in relation to the two London buildings on the one hand and to the Naples building on the 

other, raise three fundamental questions. 

The first is: What is brand when related to architecture? How brand concretely affects the 

process of architecture’s formation and production?  

Starting from the critique of Moussavi and Kubo’s functional interpretation of ornament and 

surface as depending on depth – the level at which surface/ornament relate with architecture, say, 

the load-bearing structure or the skin –; materiality – the “material” element which the surface 

enhances: colour, light, the cladding and so on –; affect – the optical sensation produced by “the 

interplay between depth and a specific material”1 – I will develop an idea of brand not just as an 

ornamental pattern of the skin, but as a concept from which architecture unfolds. 

This implies a change in the way we think about surface, so to prompt the question: What is 

to be intended with surface and how does it work in brand realm?   

Surface becomes a symbolic and iconic image which operates not only in terms of external 

appearance but, according to the values by which it is informed, in the whole process of the 

“coming into existence” of architecture itself: its formal dimension, the relationship with the context, 

the relationship between inside and outside, the way in which it is perceived and experienced.  

 

  
                                                
1 Moussavi F., Kubo M., The Function of Ornament, Actar, Barcelona 2006, p. 10.  
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This way of looking at brand and surface allows us to understand how brand works in very 

different conditions. While, in fact, the One New Change and the W London appear as straight 

instances of branded architecture, the Romeo hotel does not: it appears quite an ordinary work of 

archtiecture when compared to the London buildings and it does not exerts any branding agency 

on the context. The relevance of the relationship with the urban context in the way architecture 

emerges as branded raises the question: Which is the relationship between architecture and the 

city in brand discourse? How does surface mediate such relationship?  

While the two London buildings may seem to establish a dialogue with the context, what 

could be immediately evident in the Romeo hotel is its non-involvement with it. What instead 

emerges from the discussion is that while the One New Change and the W London use the city as 

a backdrop to heighten their visual spectacle, the Romeo hotel plays on the “rejects” it. The image 

of a decaying context is here employed to enhance the hotel’s status of an exclusive space. For 

that reason, to focus on the way Naples’ waterfront has been transformed since the 1950s is 

central in the comprehension of how the Romeo hotel functions as a piece of brand architecture.   

The contribution of this work to the debate about surface is, therefore, to disentangle the 

concept of surface from its superficial dimension. This does not only imply to acknowledge surface 

a symbolic essence, but to see such essence, and so brand and image, as operating in the entire 

process of architecture’s formation. Far from being aerial and immaterial concepts, brand and 

image need in fact to be regarded  as possessing a certain degree of thickness, which materializes 

in real spaces, practises, experiences.  

   

 

II. 

These questions also provide the topics structuring the work. The first part addresses the 

issue of brand when related to architecture. Here I try to understand in which sense the One new 

Change, the W London and the Romeo hotel are to be intended as brand architecture. Relevant to 

the analysis of the buildings is the critical position assumed by Hal Foster toward Pop architecture 

as expressed by Frank Gehry and Rem Koolhaas. Particularly useful for the interpretation of the 

One New Change and the W London is idea of the collapse of Robert Venturi’s and Steven 

Izenour’s distinction between the “Modern duck” and the Post-modern “decorated shed”. 

In the second part I develop my idea of surface on the basis of the current debate. Two 

main thesis are here confronted: Moussavi and Kubo’s functional interpretation of surface and 

ornament on the one hand and Steven Perrella’s symbolic interpretation on the other, which 

instead demonstrates how the reduction of these elements to a functional reason prevents a full 

understanding of their essence. 
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The last part is focused on the role played by the relationship with the context in the 

emerging of brand-surface architecture and on the way in which surface mediates such 

relationship: from the employment of the city as spectacular background at the service of the 

architecture’s spectacle in the One New Change and the W London to the Romeo hotel’s 

“rejection” of the city to stress its status as “other”.  

 

 

III. 

The Marxist critique of Post-Modernism as developed by Fredric Jameson and Hal Foster 

and Juhani Pallasmaa’s Phenomenological interpretation of architecture constitute the theoretical 

references of my work. Jameson’s critique of the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism provides the 

premise from which the whole discussion develops: the reduction of culture to image as condition 

of the current cultural phase2. Hal Foster reflection on the relationships between art, spectacle and 

culture3 evolving in more architecture-centred works – such as Design and Crime4 and Image and 

Building5 – is relevant in that is concerned with the way in which such condition is translated into 

architectural terms. The centrality of Pallasmaa’s critical stance lies in the importance he 

acknowledges to the visual primacy above other human senses in the relation between 

consumerism and  contemporary architectural practice. 

The limit of such interpretations and analyses is to exclusively link surface with 

consumerism. The idea itself of surface defining space according to the symbolic values it 

expresses, raises the issue of the existence of surface architecture acting out of a different logic 

from that of the market. An example in this direction could be the San Telmo Museum’s addition in 

San Sebastian (Spain), designed by Nieto Sobejano architects6. This building in fact 

communicates through the skin without being reduced to a popular or propagandistic image, 

involves memory and time without falling into Postmodern historicism, employs technology without 

preventing man from a transparent experience of both his existential condition and the physical 

environment. This confirms the relevance of surface in contemporary architectural production and 

makes necessary to expand the field of enquiry.  

The buildings analysis is based on the use of primary as well as secondary sources. More 

specifically, as far as Romeo hotel is concerned, I relied upon the original tables of Luigi Cosenza’s  

                                                
2 Jameson F., Postmodernism or The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, Verso, London-New York, 1991 
3 Foster H., Recordings. Art, Spectacle, Cultural Politics, The new Press, New York, 1985 
4 Foster H., Design and Crime, Verso, London-New York 
5 Foster H., Image Building, in Vidler A., Architecture Between Spectacle and Use, Yale University Press, 
New Haven-London, pp. 164-179 
6 Cf., Crespi, G., Costruire attraverso il tempo e le stagioni. Ampliamento del museo di San Telmo a San 
Sebastiàn, Casabella, n. 803, July 2011, pp. 15-25. 
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Reconstruction of Low City Plan. Most of my work, however, is based on the direct encounter with 

architecture since it proved to be the most adapt to grasp the real experiential dimension of these 

instances of surface-brand architecture.  
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I 
BRANDING ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

 

ARCHITECTURE AS IMAGE 
 

Advertising, image, persuasion are the essential elements of brand. This is seen by its 

critics as crucial in the shift from the industrial to the post-industrial mode of production, where 

what is sold are not products, but ideas. In the brand realm, when people buy a product, say a t-

shirt, they do not make their choice on the basis of its 

quality, but on the status that is thought to be gained 

by buying it and which is expressed through a logo. In 

a world of high standardized production, where each t-

shirt is similar to another, the competition between the 

various brands takes place on the basis of the allure 

of the projected image. “To create the success of any 

commercial multiple, the brand is critical”, writes 

Michael Sorkin7. But how are images constructed?  

In relation to the case studies here proposed, 

we can observe that what architecture represents and 

sells is in fact the idea of luxury, exclusivity, diversion, 

“otherness” from the dimension of the everyday life. In 

each of the considered buildings such idea is 

constructed through a specific interplay with the city. With the W Hotel (Pic. 1) – according to the 

way in which Leicester square is currently being refurbished – the city becomes a backdrop for film 

premieres and interviews. With the One New Change (Pic. 2 ) it becomes a breathtaking spectacle 

which entertains consumers. As to the Romeo Hotel (Pic. 3), the relationship with the city changes. 

Differently from the two London buildings, where the context works to support the spectacle 

provided by architecture itself, here the city becomes part of the image-making apparatus of 

architecture through a mechanism of imaginary rejection. The idea of exclusivity and luxury is 

obtained through a use of surface which stresses the differences between the interior space of the 

building and the degraded conditions of the external environment.     
                                                
7 Sorkin M., Brand Aid. Or, The Lexus and the Guggenheim (Further Tales of the Notorious B.I.G.ness), 
Harvard Design Magazine Fall 2002/Winter 2003, p. 6. 

 

1.  The W Hotel in the daylight 
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The more general dynamic at work here 

is the displacement of cultural/historical 

referents into new structures of meaning. As 

Naomi Klein and Sharon Zukin show, in the 

fashion industry, the life conditions of city 

ghettos are turned into images of “cool” to 

employ in the adverting campaign, say, of a 

new line of jeans. In terms of space branding, 

architecture is one of the many “cultural 

products” in which the conflictual dimension of 

the “cultures of cities” is synthesized and re-elaborated as a product of visual consumption8. To 

project an image of a place means to establish who it belongs to, who can and cannot use it, what 

practises and activities are and are not allowed. In few words, to re-formulate the identity of urban 

space. Architecture becomes a privileged instrument of such process of image making.   

The W London is part of a vaster refurbishment plan, which is meant to readapt Leicester 

square as a location for Hollywood events. Leicester square and Soho have evolved during the last 

decades as places for consumption whose historical and social complexity has been re-elaborated 

into the exotic image through which Chinatown is currently sold. It is not a public space, but a 

space which is fragmented into an infinite number of pursuits defined by the trajectories of the 

individual consumption. Such a disaggregated space is not supposed to be re-composed into an 

organic collective dimension. What the multicoloured W London’s surface is concerned with, is to 

re-brand the image of Leicester square’s spectacle by symbolizing its transformation from the 

“drab, tacky and a bizarre and inappropriate home to Hollywood superficiality” “[...] into the 

hyperspace of the media”.  

The One New Change is an instance “of the bold new architecture in the City that reflects 

the Square Mile’s market dominance”9. It is part of the renovation process which has been 

reshaping since the 1980s the City with a new architectural outlook capable of expressing in terms 

of aesthetic and formal values its status as a global financial centre. Despite the stress on its 

nature as a public space, the One New Change is a place which the developer Land Securities 

wanted to be a “breathtaking monument to modernism”10. The reference here is to the modernity of 

market and consumption. As the city planning officer Peter Rees explains, the importance of a 

luxury shopping centre such as the One New Change, is in contributing to the creation of the 

                                                
8 Cf., S Zukin, The Cultures of Cities, Blackwell, Oxford, 1995. 
9 K. Powell, Building on the big bang, in City Architecture: Redesigning the City of London 1991-2001, AJ 
20.01.11, n. 2, vol. 233.  
10 P. Buxton, Ways of Seeing, in Riba Journal, October 2009, vol. 116, p. 43.  

 

2. The One New Change 
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landscape of consumption and diversion to “attract young, cosmopolitan workers at their most 

intellectually active as well as when they’re most sexually active – bright young things seeking 

nightlife and a job to pay for it”11. The One New Change is not a place conceived for aimless social 

encounters, but a place selling the idea of a particular lifestyle. An idea feeding the “symbolic 

economy” and the apparatus of entertainment and images which makes a global city to work. Its 

essence, its raison d’être are market and consumption. Once the commercial activities, the 

restaurants and bars close, it becomes a desolated 

place.   

Although it constitutes a space of brand, the 

Romeo Hotel fails in branding its surroundings. Its 

relevance to our discourse lies on the fact of providing 

the example of how the brand operates in very different 

conditions from that of a global city. The two London 

buildings work in an urban environment which has 

purposely been transformed to make the market 

function and to express its cultural and aesthetic 

values. On the contrary, the Romeo hotel has been 

realized within an “empty space”. A space which has 

been transformed through a process of mere 

juxtaposition of buildings, without any idea of the 

functional, economical and social development of the 

city. Despite the presence of small commercial activities, apartments and offices, Naples waterfront 

is neither a space of commerce, nor a residential or an office area. The Romeo hotel stands in 

isolation within a degraded environment. It is a luxury space on the inside, whose brand identity, 

constructed through the association of the stereotype of the Italian taste – embodied by Caprai 

linens, Tramontano leather accessories, FontanaArte lighting, Nespresso coffee machines and so 

on – with the view on the Vesuvius and the Gulf of Naples, emerges from the contrast with the 

negative image of the context.  

 

 

Architecture of Perception  

In a straight “unabashed apology” of retailing, shopping and the market, Kevin Ervin Kelley 

explicitly argues that the task of architecture and designers is not to produce what people need, 

                                                
11 M. Fulcher, A 25-year love affair, in City Architecture: Redesigning the City of London 1991-2001, AJ 
20.01.11, n. 2, vol. 233, p. 24. 

 

3.The Romeo Hotel 
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but, instead, what people want. And what they want is not just products, as we have said, but 

lifestyle. “Lifestyle marketing” is the realm where status is acquired and self-perception is 

constructed not according to distinctions of class, but, rather, of consumption. Architecture is called 

to provide the right environment to stimulate, affect and satisfy people’s desires, on the basis of a 

previous psychological and sociological analysis of consumer’s behaviour. “Once we understand 

deeper motivations, we explore design solutions. We create ‘two-second icons’ – images to be 

associated with the products, the essences of which can be perceived in the key two seconds in 

which shoppers decide whether to pay more attention – that trigger consumers’ emotive 

evaluation. The two-second icon becomes the basis for all other design, becomes the brand logo. 

[...] Calling what our firm does ‘architecture’ was quite confusing for all involved, so we redefined 

our service as ‘Perception Design’ – we help prompt consumers to buy through environmental 

‘signaling’ that influence their perception. In a sense, we are designing the consumers 

themselves”12. 

Although most of the branded works of archtiecture designed by well known brand names 

such as Jean Nouvel, Zaha Hadid, Rem Koolhaas, Frank Gehry appear different from each other, 

they have indeed standardizing effects. Besides the purpose itself of brand is homologation. As 

Michael Sorkin writes, “in the post-Reagan, postmodern era, the model for architectural creativity is 

more and more ‘big’ business. This is both a matter of the rationalization of architectural practice in 

increasingly indistinguishable corporate offices (SOM, HOK NBBJ... OMA) and of the way in which 

aesthetic supplement itself comes not simply to surrender any idea of its own autonomy but to 

embrace the criteria and symbols of global capital. This begins as a matter of organization and 

nomenclature but ultimately defines values: architecture assumes the ethic of business as its 

highest moral imperative. The rhetoric, however, remains deliriously avant-garde” 13.  

No matter how different in shape and dimension this starchitect-brand architecture may be, 

it is always the same. The cultural and aesthetic values, the landscape imagined by it, the way in 

which it affects and operates on individual and collective perception is the same. But, to be more 

specific, how does perception work? 

We can start by saying that such perception is visual. It does not involves other senses, it 

does not stimulate any conscious intellectual reflection on the self and it does not imply the 

temporal dimension. People become passive subjects of an agency who works on a retinal and 

subconscious level. In consumerist market’s domain architecture is called to provide the stage for 

this latter to operate, both in the sense of retailing spaces such as shopping malls, restaurants, 

boutiques, and in the sense of creating stunning urban scenarios. In such a commercial and visual 
                                                
12 Kelley K. E., Architecture for Sale(s). An Unabashed Apologia, Harvard Design Magazine, Fall 
2002/Winter 2003, n. 17, p. 35. 
13 Sorkin M., p. 8. 
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dimension architects are pushed to realize their role as image-makers while architecture becomes 

a symbol: “The sign is more important than the architecture. [...] The sign and the front is a vulgar 

extravaganza, the building at the back, a modest necessity”14.  

In which way do perception and visuality concretely affect the process of architecture 

reification? 

 

 

The “duck as decoration”, the “decorated shed as the duck”: The One New Change 

and the W London 

To this regard, Hal Foster’s critique of “image buildings” is relevant. Foster interprets Image 

buildings as architectural instantiations of conservative Pop culture and Post-modernism. 

According to him Post-modernism and Pop 

culture are not to be limited to the production of 

Venturi, Scott Brown, Graves and Stern, who 

invoke an allusive recollection of past styles and 

the displacement of the modern paradigm of the 

“duck” with that of the “decorated shed”. Post-

modernism, instead, continues to shape 

contemporary architecture by collapsing the 

opposition between decorated shed and formal 

duck, between architecture as monument and 

architecture as sign15.  

Questioning Gehry’s and Koolhaas’ 

pretence of the innovative character of their work, Foster writes: “On the one hand Gehry buildings 

have remained modern ducks inasmuch as they stress formal expression above all; on the other 

hand, they have also remained decorated sheds inasmuch as they often break down into fronts 

and backs, with interiors disconnected from exteriors in a way that sometime results in dead 

spaces and cul-de-sacs in between. But the chief effect of this combination of duck and shed is the 

promotion of the quasi-abstract building as Pop sign, as media logo. And on this score Gehry is 

hardly alone. There is now a whole flock of ‘decorated ducks’ that combine the wilful 

monumentality of modern architecture with the faux-populist iconicity of postmodern design. In 

some cases the duck has become the decoration: that is, the form of the building serves as the 

                                                
14 Venturi R., Scott Brown D., Izenour S., Learning From Las Vegas, MIT Press, Cambridge (Mass.)- 
London, 1972, p. 13.  
15 Foster H., Image Building, in Vidler A., Architecture Between Spectacle and Use, Yale University Press, 
New Haven-London, p. 173. 

 

4. One New Change’s entry on New Change 
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sign, and sometimes at a scale that dominates the landscape, as the Guggenheim does [in] Bilbao 

and as CCTV might [in] Beijing. [...] In other cases the decorated shed has become the duck: the 

surface of the building is elaborated, with the aid of high-tech materials and electronic 

manipulations, beyond apparent support into excessive blobs and/or ‘mediated envelopes’ “. This 

is what happens with both the One New Change and the W London.  

With the W London we have an instance of the electronic enhancement of surface which 

becomes the signifying element of architecture. Situated on the North-Western corner of Leicester 

square, between Whitcomb street and Leicester street, the W London was started in March 2009 

and completed in January 2011. It constitutes a highly branded space, designed by a brand name 

– Jestico + Whiles – and housing exclusive services, such as a five star hotel, luxury shops, 

restaurants, bars, a spa, and 11 penthouse apartments.  

The facade is a twin wall, composed of an outer skin and of an inner skin, which wraps the 

entire building. The outer skin is made of glass panels, with white ceramic frit works on the inner 

face. It is meant to hold and project the light coming from the 300 colour-change LEDs embedded 

in the aluminium inner skin. The view of the outside from the inside is affected by the level of 

opacity of the veil, determined by the dimensions of the fritted dots and by the position of the 

resulting transparent areas, which are not in line with the windows. The level of light intensity and 

of colour saturation of the veil varies so that the stillness and iciness observable during the day is 

progressively transformed into a glimmering spectacle during the night (Pic. 5).   

The surface constitutes an object of its own. A devise operating independently and 

indifferently from the building to the extent that it is not possible to say from the outside what the W 

London is. 

The way in which surface mediates the 

relationship between the building and the city is 

fundamental in the definition of brand 

architecture and space. W London’s skin makes 

the building work according to two different 

logics. With the exception of the Lounge Bar and 

the Wyld Bar – which are the only environment 

perceivable from the street and the square and 

which are meant as a sort of display – no view of 

the inside is possible from the outside. This 

because the meaning of the surface does not 

rely upon the inner reasons of the building: its 

function, the configuration of spaces, its structure and tectonic. Speaking about functions, we may 

 

5. W London at night 
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say that the W London is a boutique-hotel, but it could be also an office building, without the 

necessity for the surface to be different from what it is. Furthermore, as symbol of an alternative 

dimension from that of the everyday life, it marks an impenetrable boundary between inside and 

outside. The surface’s meaning is instead to be searched for in the relationship it establishes with 

the visual dimension of the context: the Hollywood-like character shaping the “new” Leicester 

square and Chinatown’s coloured spectacle. 

On the inside, the function of surface changes and so does the relationship with the city. 

The opacity of the veil, the position of the more transparent areas, fragment the city into 

disconnected images which cannot be composed into a unitary frame. The surface makes the 

urban landscape enter architecture not as an element to reflect upon but as spectacular backdrop 

for film premieres. The city’s historicity and thickness are then re-elaborated so to fit the space of 

the mediatic representation.  

In the One New Change surface works differently. Begun in August 2007 and completed in 

October 2010, the One New Change is the outcome of the collaboration between Jean Nouvel, 

who is in charge of the design, and Sidell Gibson, the executive architect. It extends on a 83,732m2 

area located between New Change, on the west side, and Cheapside, on the north side, 

overlooking St. Paul’s cathedral. Topped with a roof terrace, it develops on three retail floors and 

four office floors. Its surface is made of 4,300 fritted glass panels. The differences in the pattern of 

the fritting – ranging from a greater to a lower degree of opacity – and in the differences of shade – 

going from beige to grey and red – produce different combination on each of the elevations.  

As we were saying, while W London’s surface works differently on the inside and on the 

outside, so that we could talk about surfaces rather than surface, One New Change’s skin operates  

on the level of and according to the logic of form. does not entertain any relationship with the 

context, nor it is meant to create any interplay between inside and outside. Surface and decoration 

are collapsed into form, which the architect wanted to resemble a Stealth Bomber. At the same 

time, form and surface are conjoined to provide the decoration. Adopting the terms of Foster’s 

analysis, the “duck” becomes the “decoration”. In the reversal of the modernist formula that form 

follows function, what powerfully emerges here is the total dominance of form. Form is the concept 

from which the entire building develops. The structure, the cladding, the process of construction 

are subordinated to it. 

The One New Change strongly affirms its presence in the space. Its Stealth-like surface-

form challenges the context without seeking any harmonic relationship with it. Architecture is 

meant to create here an autonomous and self-referential space, a sort of city of its own, where 

people are encouraged to spend as much time and money as possible, to oppose to the real city. 

The city is reflected back in the glass of the skin. It is re-constructed it as something to observe 
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from a long distance, as it happens from the bottom of the canyon slicing the building in two, or 

from the above, as a stunning view amplifying architecture’s spectacular dimension.   

 

 

The Romeo Hotel: an instance of brand architecture? 

Compared with the One New Change and the W London, the Romeo Hotel appears quite 

an ordinary work of architecture. It is not characterized by any stunning shape, cladding, or lights 

effects. It also maintains the traditional distinction between back and front.  

This may be in part due to the fact of being the refurbishment of an older building: the Lauro 

Fleet Building – Palazzo della Flotta Lauro – realized in the 1950 by Antonio Scivittaro (Pic 6), 

whose formal and aesthetic character  the architects Kenzo and Paul Tange may have been forced 

to respect.    

The Lauro Fleet Building was meant to be the company’s headquarter and the symbol of 

Lauro’s power as politician and entrepreneur – he was the mayor of Naples, an influential MP and 

the responsible of one of the greatest property speculation in the history of the city –. According to 

Cosenza’s urban plan (Pic. 33, 34) the building had to be realized in a small rectangular lot. It 

extends instead into the public green area at the back. This is a relevant issue, for, as we will see, 

the disregard of Cosenza’s prescriptions in the definition of the whole waterfront deeply affects the 

relationship between the Romeo hotel and the context. The building’s facade develops as an 

overhanging curtain wall on a base, counterbalanced by the solid character of the lateral facades. 

As it has been said, “despite the references to Le Corbusier and to Modern architecture, this 

building lacks in creativity, so that the simple and rigorous geometry Scivittaro makes use of 

constitutes its only worthy element”16.  

The Romeo hotel is composed by a 

trapezoidal-planned basement on which a 

rectangular-planned seven stories tower with an attic 

floor on the top is erected. Such difference, 

however, is not visible on the main facade, where 

the building appears as an overhanging glass 

screen sustained by cone-shaped aluminium 

pilasters. The skin on the front and the back is made 

of uniquely shaped glass panels (Pic. 7). The 

panelling is interrupted by windows, which are covered using differently shaped glass panels. The 

                                                
16 Castagnaro A., Architettura del Novecento a Napoli, ESI, Napoli, 1998, p. 163 

 

6. Lauro Fleet Building 
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difference in shape is determined by curved aluminium rails which seem to mimic the sea waves. 

Finally, the empty volumes of the front and back facades are counterbalanced by the solid 

character of the side facades: the one on the north side is made of marble panels, the one on the 

south side is made of aluminium panels sustaining the cantilever roof on top. 

The meaning and the outcome in terms of branding of the Romeo hotel cannot be 

evaluated out of the comparison with the two London buildings. Its visuality has to be related to the 

material conditions of its context: Naples waterfront. Although not at the level of the One New 

Change and of the W London, the Romeo hotel marks in fact a distinctive sign within the 

waterfront’s aesthetic and material configuration, where it stands in isolation. And it is on the basis 

of such comparison that Tanges’ building emerges as an instance of brand architecture.    

However, the fact of appearing quite an “ordinary” piece of architecture, prompts a 

reflection about the many ways in which brand operates. The One New Change and the W London 

employ surface, brand and image in order to make the city part of the architectural spectacle at 

same time becoming themselves part of a spectacular landscape. For that reason we may argue 

that, even when archtiecture claims its independency from the context as in the case of the One 

New Change, both these buildings establish a kind of continuity with the surroundings. In the case 

of the Romeo hotel, instead, no material or visual relationship exists with the context. The context 

becomes part of the architectural spectacle as a negative counterbalance of the building. It is from 

the comparison between the decaying context and the 

luxury internal space of the building that the Romeo 

Hotel emerges as a piece of brand architecture. 

Surface plays a fundamental role in such interplay 

between architecture and the city. Surface allows a 

totally transparent vision of the surroundings from the 

inside. It unveils the city, instead of hiding it behind an 

opaque skin. In this way it enhances the differences 

between the exclusive character of the hotel’s inner 

environment and the degraded conditions of the 

external landscape: the more openly the outside is 

revealed, the more glamorous and alternative the 

inside is. It is in this sense, then, that we talk about 

the rejection of the city when it comes to the Romeo 

hotel. A rejection playing on the level of imagery, but 

concretely involving the building into a dialectic 

relationship with the context.  

 

7. Romeo Hotel’s main facade 
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All this raises some important questions about the deep meaning of brand and surface. Are 

brand and surface just a matter of facade cladding, or something engaging with architecture in a 

more intimate way? Are they just a matter of appearance or do they involve the essence itself of a 

specific kind of architecture?  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

II 
THE EMERGENCE OF SURFACE 

 

 

 

SURFACE BETWEEN FUNCTION AND SYMBOLIC MEANINGS 
 

In The Function of Ornament, Farshid Moussavi and Michael Kubo interpret the problem of 

surface and ornament in contemporary architecture on a functional basis. Function here is not to 

be intended in the sense of the Modern principle “form follows function”, but as something larger 

emerging from the three interconnected categories of “depth”, “materiality” and “affect”, which also 

constitute the three levels of classification structuring the work. Depth designates the level with 

which surface/ornament works. It can work with the entire form of the building, with its load-bearing 
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structure, with layers located between the exterior and the interior wall, or with the skin. Materiality 

is intended as the complex of elements forming surface: the materials employed to construct it, the 

ornamental pattern, the chromatic composition, or, also, the way to deal with light and ventilation. 

Affect is the sensation projected on the beholder by the overall material configuration of surface17.             

This position seems to recall Semper’s idea of ornament as conveying the nature of 

materials. In an interesting article on Loos’ most famous work, Ornament and Crime, Juan José 

Lahuerta writes: “Semper starts with the fabric – the weave, the knot – which for him represents 

the primordial example of manual work, to state that ornamental forms come from adaptation of 

needs, materials and techniques”18. In this article Lahuerta also questions the centrality of the 

equivalence between Ornament and Crime in both Loos’ theoretical work and architectural 

practice. Ornament and Crime, he argues, is not about architecture and is to be read, instead, as a 

journalistic work about the history of culture, deeply influenced by the evolutionary theories of the 

time19. Which, instead, seems to emerge as the more genuine position of Loos about ornament, is 

to be found in the articles published during the last decade of the 19th century. “Materialist [...] is 

the term with which Loos defines Semper from the outset of his writing career. Already in the 

second article published by ‘Die Zeit’, he curiously defends Olbrich and Hoffmann, seen as ‘ 

student of Semper’, because they put into practice ‘the master’s phrase: each material possesses 

its own formal language”20. 

Semper’s theory, however, is not immune from contradictions. While, on the one hand, he 

claims that ornament must express building’s materiality, he argues on the other that ornament has 

a life of its own and develops autonomously to convey symbolic contents. In explaining the concept 

of “symbolic surface”, Leatherbarrow and Mostafavi quote Semper who argues that the 

“annihilation of reality, of the material, is necessary if form is to emerge as a meaningful symbol, as 

an autonomous creation of man”21. 

                                                
17 Moussavi F., Kubo M., The Function of Ornament, Actar, Barcelona 2006 
18 Lahuerta J. J., Ornamento è Delitto? I, Casabella, n. 788, April 2010, pp., 2-15, English transl., Ornament 
and Crime, p. 104 
19 Lahuerta J. J., Ornamento è Delitto? II, Casabella, n. 789, May 2010, pp., 2-13, English transl., Ornament 
and Crime II, p. 105. 
20 Lahuerta J. J., Ornamento è Delitto? I, Casabella, n. 788, April 2010, pp., 2-15, English transl., Ornament 
and Crime, pp. 103 
21 Leatherbarrow D. and Mostafavi M., Surface Architecture, MIT Press, London, p. 91. 
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The question, therefore, is whether or 

not an analysis expunging any symbolic 

dimension from ornament and surface is 

capable of fully grasping their sense and 

meaning. In a critique of Moussavi and 

Kubo’s position, Robert Levit claims that any 

attempt to interpret ornament on a functional 

basis is misleading. According to him 

function cannot adequately motivate 

differences of form, shape and pattern in 

facade configuration, whereas affect, far 

from being just a perceptive and an a-historical category, is socially and historically constructed. 

This because ornament is unavoidably symbolic and metaphorical22. 

Examples of the outcomes of these different approaches in terms of architecture’s 

interpretation can be made in relation to the Dominus Winery (Pic. 8) and the Eberswalde Library, 

(Pic. 9) both designed by Herzog and De Meuron. What Moussavi and Kubo call the “rusticated” 

affect of the Dominus Winery’s facade is given by its 

material construction as a wire-cage filled by stones, whose 

different size – smaller at the bottom, larger at the top – 

would be determined by functional requirements: the need 

of shadow and coolness where the wine casks are stored 

and of more light at the upper levels. 

As far as the Eberswalde is concerned, the 

categorial analysis of surface based on level of depth – 

which is that of the very surface completely detached from 

the load-bearing structure – material – which is that of serial 

images silkscreened on panel of glass and concrete – affect 

– which is seriality – provides us a functional explanation of 

the disposition of the windows, as well as of the succession 

of the concrete and glass panels, based on the necessities 

of lightning. This approach is interesting in that discloses 

how the surface really works. Nevertheless, it cannot say 

                                                
22 Levit. R., Contemporary “Ornament”. The return of the Symbolic Repressed, Harvard Design Magazine, 
Spring/Summer 200 

 

8. Dominus Winery 

 

9. Eberswalde Library 
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anything about some relevant question such as: Why to build a facade piling up stones in a cage, 

instead of realizing it in wood or bricks? Why to etch serial images into concrete and glass panels?   

Levit interprets these building as “disrupting categories of symbolic material and 

substance”23. At stake in the Eberswalde Library is the dialectic relationship between two 

reproducible elements: the “material” glass and concrete panels on the one hand, and the 

“immaterial” images on the other. “Here two principal categories of ornament – the first as symbolic 

substance added to the surface of building and the second as something worked up from the 

substance of building – are recast. The building parts are made inseparable from the ornament. 

But these very parts now seem as insubstantial as the images etched into them; while, conversely, 

the immaterial and potentially infinite series of the reproducible photograph is bound to the very 

physical material of building”24. 

In the case of the Dominus Winery what is stressed is the dialectic relation between the 

indifferent nature of organic material’s own order and the humans attempts to master it, as in 

Smithson’s Nonsite work. The relationship between stones and cage, that is, between substance 

and form, is arbitrary. “What is at stake in these examples is the demonstrable absence of a 

natural relationship between the parts of materials on the one hand, and the larger order of the 

building on the other. This absence of what one might now think of as morphogenetic logic 

organizing the work at all scales and lending it organic coherence [...] inscribes into the building 

and exacts from the apprehending subject a recognition of will acting upon matter, arranging it is a 

system of signs. What it does not suggest is a convergence of the manmade world and the natural 

world through the isomorphism of nature and building”25. 

 

 

 

 

 

THE ESSENCE OF BRAND AND SURFACE 

 

                                                
23 Levit, p. 84. 
24 Ibidem, p. 84. 
25 Ibidem, p. 84. 
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As it is possible to note, Levit’s insight reaches a depth which is necessarily precluded to 

Moussavi and Kubo’s interpretation, as they ignore the symbolic dimension of ornament and 

surface. A functional approach, which only tells us how the surface is made and how it works, 

which analyses architecture on the basis of functional categories, produce an unavoidably 

flattening effect, thereby preventing the emergence of other kind of non-functional differences: 

namely, those between branded and non-branded 

surface architecture.  

Of the 42 buildings considered by 

Moussavi and Kubo, just three are linked to 

brand’s agency: Louis Vuitton Roppongi Hills 

Store (Pic. 10), designed by Jun Aoki, Eric 

Carlson and Aurelio Clementi; Louis Vuitton 

Nagoya Store (Pic. 11), designed by Jun Aoki; the 

garage of Santa Monica Place shopping mall (Pic. 

12) designed by Frank Gehry. As for the first two 

buildings, brand is seen as a quality of surface’s 

material pattern reproducing Louis Vuitton’s logo; whereas in the last one brand is just the “affect” 

produced by the gigantic inscription printed on the surface.  

According to the same logic and because of the absence of explicit references to brand, the 

surface of the Selfridges Department Store is interpreted in terms of an “amorphous” affect as 

outcome of its material “shape”. In the same way the surface of the Prada Aoyama Store is 

analysed in terms of a “quilted” affect as outcome of its material “cladding”. All the complex issues 

concerning brand as defining specific architectural spaces and experiences are left aside.  

Brand, however, is not just one of the many “material” and “affective” options to decorate a 

surface, but the essence of branded architecture itself. 

By the same token surface is not just a bidimensional 

element of architecture, an exterior skin whose sense 

can be grasped once and for all through a functional 

explanation, but an element  expressing the way in 

which architecture “is” in the space. It, in other terms, 

determines the relationship between inside and 

outside, that is, the relationship between the internal 

space of architecture and the external environment; 

tells what kind of architectural experience one can 

expect to make; reconfigures the urban landscape, 

 

10. Louis Vuitton Roppongi Hills Store 

 

11. Louis Vuitton Nagoya Store 
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upon which it projects values and 

imposes identities; determines the 

existential status of the beholder as 

object or subject.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III 
THE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE CONTEXT  

IN THE EMERGENCE OF BRAND-SURFACE ARCHITECTURE 

 

12. Santa Monica Place 
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THE W LONDON: THE CITY AS A SPECTACULAR BACKDROP 

 

Using an expression employed by Felix Mara to define W London’s twin wall, the raison 

d’être of the three buildings we are analysing is visual26. A visuality, however, which does not 

involve brand just as an ornamental pattern and surface as a structural part of the building, but as 

mediating the relationship between architecture and the city. As said in the introduction, such 

relationship provides important information about the way in which a building emerges as an 

instance of surface-brand architecture.  

As it has been recently said, W 

London “is concerned with narratives other 

than construction integrity and as a 

response to the past and present of its 

genius loci, a world of fleeting images [...]. 

It’s racy and even its flaws contribute to the 

drama of the unexpected”27.  

From these considerations one may 

argue that it is contextual, which to a certain 

extent could be true. The issue of 

contextualization is, nevertheless, double 

edged. The question here is: does the fact of 

being coherent with the visual models 

through which Soho has been reshaped involve the W London in a dialectic dialogue with the city?   

 In the braded realm, architecture is called to create an alternative environment from that  of 

the city. It needs to project a sense of otherness from what is outside and around. In accordance to 

the logic informing high-enhanced images on glossy magazines, the skin operates to define a 

strong iconic image so to make possible for the building to claim its distinctiveness and avoid visual 

dispersion.  

                                                
26 F. Mara, ‘The Drama of the unexpected: the W London hotel in Soho is bold, racy and works in its context, 
AJ, vol. 233, n. 11, 24 March 2011, p. 30. 
27 Ibidem, p. 31. 

 

13. W London – Lobby entrance 
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W London’s surface works in fact as an impermeable skin which seals off the internal and 

external space from one another. The inner space is conceived to create theatrical and dramatic 

passages from the outside to the inside, 

from one space to another. Once the 

building’s threshold is crossed, the 

impression is to enter a different 

dimension from the external world. One is 

almost literally thrown in a dark, spoiled, 

translucently-clad room. Despite the 

presence of a yellow light-line running 

along the perimeter of both the floor and 

the ceiling, and the presence of a sort of 

sculpture made of differently-sized balls 

hanging from this latter, the contours of the room, its shape, depth, the distance between the walls, 

the height of the ceiling, are not clearly perceivable. The overall effect is that of displacement. Any 

reference to the outside tends to dissolve. (Pic. 13). The same occurs in the first floor lobby (Pic. 

14).  

On the first floor and on the upper levels, views of the surroundings are disclosed. 

Nevertheless, the city is not unified into an organic vision, but is processed and fragmented into a 

series of mediatic images which the consumer-spectator can switch over as with a remote 

controller (Pic. 15). Even in the so-called Wyld Bar, 

which provides a large transparent view of Leicester 

square and is the only clearly visible space from the 

outside, the context becomes a backdrop for film 

premieres and interviews (Pic. 16).   

The glimmering artworks of W London’s facade 

allows just glimpses of what is inside. It invites visitors 

to go in and buy shoes, clothes, jewels, food, 

stressing at the same time its exclusive and luxurious 

character. Its power of attraction is played through the 

ideal affirmation of the difference between those who 

can and those who cannot afford the implied lifestyle 

(Pic. 17). It creates consensus and a feeling of longing 

reaffirming social differences.  

 

 

14. W London – First level lobby 

 

 

15. W London – vision of the outside from 
the inside 
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THE ONE NEW CHANGE: THE CITY AS A PIECE OF INTERIOR DESIGN 

 

The W London is an exclusive luxury hotel-boutique which works as a mass-entertainer 

mainly on the outside. It contributes to the creation of the stage for consumerism in the urban 

dimension, but does not constitute a proper mass consumption space. The One New Change 

differs from the W London in its claim to be a public space.  

In a review published on the Riba Journal in 2009, Pamela Buxton stresses the contextual 

and public character of the building. Such character would be given by three factors: the 

intersecting pedestrian routes linking Cheapside to Watling Street and New Change to Bread 

Street; the sort of canyon slicing the shopping centre in two and providing a vision of St. Paul; the 

presence of a complex of spaces – restaurants, shops, bars and the panoramic terrace on top – 

where people can spend their time28. But, again, the question is: Which is the relationship between 

the building and the city that the surface 

really determines? Which spatial 

experience and configuration it implies? 

What kind of social practices it enables? 

As we have seen with regard to the 

W Hotel, the One New Change aims to 

represent an alternative environment from 

that of the external world. Architecture is 

called to define a space capable of 

arousing the sense of being elsewhere. 

Surface sharply affirms the distinction 

between the building and the surroundings, 

inside and outside. The form is meant to signify a sense of “otherness”, to give, in other words, the 

sense of being carried away from the everyday life, in a spectacular dimension of entertainment 

and distraction. Hence the choice to realize a Stealth-shaped building in the heart of London’s City.   

                                                
28 P. Buxton, Ways of Seeing, Riba Journal, vol. 116, October 2009. 

 

16. W London – Wyld Bar 
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We can better understand this 

point comparing the One New Change 

with a piece of Modern architecture such 

as the National Theatre. Despite the fact 

of being suspended on pilasters so to 

distinguish itself from the urban fabric, the 

National Theatre establishes with the city 

a constant dialectic relationship. This 

according to a specific concept of motion. 

The space, in fact, is as a sort continuous 

promenade, both on the inside and on the 

outside. The external decks provide ever-

changing perspectives of the city as one walks on them. On the inside we can see that the flowing 

of spaces into each other, the sequences of differently shaped and sized openings to admit more 

or less light, also give more or less explicit views of the outside. 

With the One New Change the logic of motion changes and so does the vision. The visitor 

is not supposed to move along a promenade. As the plans show (Pic. 18), the direction that he/she 

is pushed to follow is determined by the position of the retail activities. Vision, we may argue, is 

here centripetal. Inside the elevators and on the roof terrace, where vision is supposed to be 

centrifugal, the city is turned into a passively received image. The rapid, vertical, artificial motion of 

the transparent elevators has the optical effect of flattening St. Paul’s volume. The eyes do not 

have the chance to process and absorb its image. Likewise, once on the roof terrace the city does 

not emerge from an interplay of spaces, forms and openings inducing the beholder to move (Pic. 

19). Its vastness is immediately and violently disclosed in front of the spectator, who is supposed to 

stand still. No dialectical relationship between architecture and city, nor active role for man is 

involved. The city When it is emptied of 

its historical thickness and is reduced to 

the image of itself. It is employed by 

architecture as an ornamental element, 

as it occurs in the roof terrace 

restaurant. As it is possible to read on 

the shopping centre’s website: “From an 

early morning breakfast to an informal 

lunchtime meeting, Madison offers an 

elevated atmosphere for those who like 

 

17.  W London – bar-restaurant on the first floor 

 

 

18. One New Change first floor plan 
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a generous side order of history 

and culture with their daily paper, 

friends or colleagues. And as night 

falls Madison's low-lighting, skyline 

views and cool but comfortable 

furnishings combine to create an 

undeniably stylish vibe. Relax at 

the bar or have dinner in the 

spacious dining room while looking 

down on one of the world's most 

historic and exciting cities”. The city is not a good in itself but an instrument that branded 

architecture deploys to attract visitors and customers.   

Differently from another example of British Modern architecture such as the Royal Festival 

Hall, One New Change’s form and surface prevent the existence of one of the conditions of social 

intercourses: to see and to be seen. In the Royal Festival Hall, as Adrian Forty argues29, the entire 

configuration of space is conceived to let such condition to operate. Conversely, standing in the 

One New Change’s internal court at the ground level, the reflection and the interplay of the glass 

panels deny any view of what and who is on the upper levels. It is impossible for people to see 

each other. While in the National Theatre and in the Royal Festival Hall what is experienced is the 

architectural space disclosing in time – as for Richard Serra’s sculptures – what is experienced in 

the One New Change is images, whether they are of branded products and places or of 

architecture itself. The scarcity of benches or of any kind of places to sit is meant to prompt a 

continuous motion which stops in the shops, boutiques, restaurants, bars – which are the only 

place where one can rest on the condition of buying something to eat or drink – only to start over 

again. Differently from the National Theatre and the Royal Festival Hall, people cannot just stay 

there without being pushed to undertake any kind of super-imposed action.   

Both in the One New Change and in the W London the synergy between image, brand and 

surface constitutes the concept from which architecture develops, thus becoming the substance 

itself of branded architecture. However, in terms of the relationship with the context, the branding 

agency is not a one way act, from the building to the city, but is a mutual exchange between them. 

The city is transformed by architecture into a spectacular backdrop, while architecture is called to 

provide the stage for the brand to operate and the mass consumption to take place. Architecture 

itself becomes part of the spectacle.   

                                                
29 A Forty, The Royal Festival Hall – a “Democratic” Space?, in Borden I, Kerr J., Rendell J., The Unknown 
City. Contesting Architecture and Social Space, pp. 200-211. 

 

19. One New Change – View of St. Paul from the roof terrace 
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When compared with the One New Change and the W London, the Romeo hotel does not 

appear a stunning piece of surface-brand architecture, nor in terms of dimensions, or of shape, or 

of light effects. What is more, it does not exerts any branding effect on the context which, 

differently from the two London buildings, is absorbed in the spectacular dimension of architecture 

as its negative opposite, rather than as a positive image. In which way, then, the context works in 

the definition of the Romeo hotel as brand architecture? How the surface mediates between the 

building and the city? 

 

  

 

THE ROMEO HOTEL AND THE “NAKED CITY” 
 

Two colliding urban systems 

To understand the way in which Naples’ waterfront has evolved means to understand the 

way in which the Romeo hotel works as instance of brand architecture. What is important to stress 

in advance is that the transformation of the waterfront has been carried out since the 1950s as a 

superficial operation affecting just the external strip of buildings on the sea side. The idea was to 

provide Naples of a new and “modern” 

image and at the same time to maintain 

the old urban layout of the areas at back 

– which was severely bombed during the 

II World War –.   

It is also important to say that 

when we talk about the waterfront, we 

talk about the relationship between the 

city and the port. The waterfront 

configuration as enclosing the city and 

the port into one urban formation has 

determined during the middle age – from 

the 13th century until the end of the 16th 

century – the role of Naples as a 

relevant commercial power in the Mediterranean Sea. An indiscriminate urban growth and the lack 

of an adequate planning policy have progressively determined the disruption of the functional unity 

between the port and the areas of the city involved in such relationship – Porto, Pendino and 

Mercato, which will be referred to as “Low City” –. Once the organizing centre of the trade taking 

 

20. Via Marina from above 
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place into the port, the Low city – founded during the seventh century b.C. – became at the end of 

the 19th century an over-crowded cluster of run-down buildings in terrible hygienic conditions. The 

interventions here realized at the time deepened the reciprocal separation of these two urban 

segments. Such separation was further amplified during the ‘1950s with the construction of Via 

Cristoforo Colombo-Via Marina (which will be simply referred to as Via Marina): a long road axis 

constituting the only rapid access to the highway and the only existing link between the western 

and the eastern borders of the city (Pic. 20). This is a relevant point here for the degraded 

landscape formed by the port, via Marina and the coastal area of the Low City are determining 

factors in the definition of the Romeo Hotel as surface-brand architecture.  

   The area we are 

considering is included 

between Via Marina in the 

south, via De Pretis-corso 

Umberto I in the north, piazza 

Municipio in the west, corso 

Garibaldi in the east (Pic. 21). 

The “Reconstruction Plan of 

Porto, Pendino and Mercato” 

designed by Luigi Cosenza – 

who can be considered the 

leading exponent of Modern 

Architecture in Naples and 

Southern Italy – was aimed at 

recovering the connection 

between the city and the port. 

Such reconnection had to be realized through the demolition and the reconstruction of the lots 

included between the buildings facing Via De Pretis-Corso Umberto and Via Marina. The result 

would have been the formation of an orthogonal grid linking the mentioned axis and opening the 

Low City toward the port.  

On the contrary, what actually has been done is the application of the plan on the 

superficial strip of buildings looking toward Via Marina. This without the demolition of the old 

buildings at the back, which instead have been maintained. The outcome has been the collision of 

two differently oriented urban system: the pre-existing one and the Cosenza’s one.  

 

21. Aerial view of the Low City. From left to right in yellow: piazza 
Municipio, via Cesare Cortese; via Duomo; Corso Garibaldi; in blue via 
Depretis-corso Umberto I; in red  Via Marina. 
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 Few examples can 

be made. The area we are 

now specifically focusing 

on as instance of the 

overall Low City’s 

configuration is that 

included between Via 

Giuseppe Marotta 

(previously named Via 

Principessa Margherita) on 

the west side and Via 

Saverio Baldacchini on the 

east side. According to 

Cosenza’s project, the 

yellow lots are those to be 

demolished, the other ones are those to be built. As it is possible to see the entire area is re-

designed through the construction of two layers of buildings – one on the sea side, the other on the 

internal side – defining a well ordered road grid. All the buildings are conceived as towers on 

basement, which are 

differently positioned, so to 

be constantly exposed to 

the sunlight and to the wind 

(Pic. 22,23).  

Because of the non-

integral interpretation of the 

plan, the so called Palazzo 

Gentile built during the 

1950s clashes into the 

south-eastern corner of St. 

Pietro Martire Monastery 

and into the south-western 

side of a small lot at the 

back, thereby closing Via 

Giuseppe Marotta (Pic. 24-

27). Going east, what is now a steal and glass 1990s building – hosting the department of History 

 

22. Luigi Cosenza – Reconstruction Plan – 1946 version 

 

23. Luigi Cosenza – Reconstruction Plan – 1972 version 
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of Federico II University and some departments of Law Faculty 

of the same university – collides with its north-western corner 

into the mentioned lot and with the north-eastern corner into 

an old decaying building (Pic. 28-32). 

In the same way, the residential building erected on the 

south side of the Romeo hotel collides into the two small 

buildings at the back – the 1972 version of Cosenza’s plan 

shows the situation as observable in the present day – so to 

enclose the space around the hotel in a dead and isolated 

area (Pic. 33-34).  

One of the issues at stake here is the idea of the urban 

development as a process of simple addition of new strips of 

buildings to the older ones. In the case of Naples such 

principle is translated into a superficial renovation plan carried 

out just on the urban front. This without seeking any organic 

relationship between the “old” and the “new”.  

The relevance of these considerations to our discourse, 

is in the fact that the disruption of the urban fabric of the area 

around the hotel – as well as of the entire Low City – and 

separation between the city and the port – which is  now a 

decaying and dangerous place – determine the degraded 

conditions out of which the Romeo hotel emerges as instance 

of brand architecture.   

 

 

 

The context as a negative dialectic moment in the 

emergence of brand architecture 

The material conditions of the hotel’s surroundings, 

then, prevent the definition of a branded space on the outside 

of the building. At the same time the intention to respect the 

configuration of Scivittaro’s original building limits the creation 

of a powerful envelope as it happens with the One New 

Change and the W London. Nevertheless, these two facts do 

not diminish Romeo hotel’s essence as branded architecture. 

 

24. Plan of the buildings posed 
between Via Cesare Cortese and 
Via Giuseppe Marotta. Palazzo 
Gentile is the one at the far right 
of the picture 

 

25. Palazzo Gentile from the sea 
side 

 

26. Palazzo Gentile clashing in 
the south-eastern corner of St. 
Pietro Martire 
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This only means that the Romeo hotel employs surface 

in a different way from the two London buildings. 

Surface unveils the context as a negative opposite of 

the building. It is through such dialectic relationship that 

the brand emerges.  

How does the material surface mediates such 

relationship? As we have seen, differently from the W 

London and the One New Change, neither gradations 

of colour, nor frit works affect the view toward the 

outside, which is totally transparent. The organization of 

the internal space and the disposition of the rooms are 

conceived to allow a constant vision of the city. There 

are “Deluxe” rooms, on the first, second, fourth and 

sixth floor looking on via Marina and on the back; 

“Deluxe Bay View” rooms, on the fifth and sixth floor, 

with a view on the port; “Deluxe City View” on the 

seventh and eighth floor looking on the city and toward 

Castel St. Elmo; “Studio Corner” rooms, on the external 

side of the facade, some of them, quoting the hotel web 

site, giving a “wonderful panoramic view on the port”; 

“Romeo Bay View” suites, extending on an 72m2 on the 

seventh and eighth floor, with a view on the port and 

the gulf; the “Japanese Garden”, a 132m2 suite with a 

Feng-shui garden, looking on the areas at back of the 

building.  

The city appears as “naked” in front of the 

customer’s eyes. The material conditions of the port, via 

Marina and the areas at building’s back are unveiled.  

In terms of branding, such transparency means to 

heighten the exclusive character of the Romeo hotel 

and its being different from what is outside. 

 

27. Palazzo Gentile clashing in the south-
western corner of building at the back 

 

 

28. University building facing Via Marina 

 

29. University building colliding with its 
north-western corner into the lot at the 
back 
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The more explicit are the conditions of the 

surroundings to the beholder, the more striking and 

evident is the difference between inside and outside. 

The hotel’s glamorous image, in fact, does not have any 

relation with the panoramic view of the city – as for the 

W London and the One New Change –, for it refers 

exclusively to the internal environment. Here any 

element, any item, any accessory, is signed, as we have 

seen at the beginning of this essay, by a well known 

brand name. The image of the city and the iconic image 

of the Romeo hotel are constructed out of the 

comparison between the degraded external environment 

and the protected, wealthy, safe and exclusive 

atmosphere of a five stars hotel, whose vision is 

precluded from the street. 

The two contexts we have been dealing with –

Leicester square and St. Paul areas in London on the 

one hand, Naples’ waterfront on the other – play a 

central role in the way branded architecture works. The 

One New Change and the W London turn the city into a 

glossy and glamorous image, which thus integrates  the 

architectural spectacle. The Romeo hotel pushes the 

city back, almost rejecting it, as a spectacle to observe 

at a safe distance, as if in a zoo. In both cases, 

however, architecture does not engage any real 

dialogue with the context. The is city not integrated in a 

dialectic exchange with architecture, but is exploited as 

image through the enhancement of its mediatic 

stereotype: the coloured and chaotic dimension of 

Leicester square, the rich and exclusive world of 

London’s City, the marginal and desolated landscape of 

Naples. In all these cases what is actually at work is 

brand acting for its own sake.       

 

 

 

30. Distance between the University 
building and the lot on the north-western 
side 

 

31. University building colliding with its 
north-eastern corner into the lot at the 
back 

 

32. Plan of the buildings of Pendino 
Area. The University building is the one 
in the far left of the picture 
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33. Luigi Cosenza – Reconstruction Plan – Porto Area – 1946 version 

 

34. Luigi Cosenza – Reconstruction Plan – Porto Area – 1972 version. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

.   

 

Surface’s configuration – that is, what it is made of, its shape, the effect it produces the 

material of the cladding, its degree of transparency and opacity – is not limited to a matter of 

appearance, but determines, according to the values it conveys,  the way in which architecture “is” 

in the space:  the way in which it is perceived both from the outside and from the inside, the way in 

which it is experienced,  the way in which it relates to the external environment.  

For the same reason, if “architecture’s materiality is a composite one, made up of visible as 

well as invisible forces”30 – which 

are not limited to the physical and 

structural dimension of 

architecture, but which also 

necessarily include its cultural, 

economical, historical and symbolic 

dimension – then brand cannot be 

reduced to an ornamental pattern. 

It constitutes the “concept” from 

which the concrete process of 

architecture formation develops.    

But a last question remains 

unsolved. If surface works 

according to the complex of forces 

and values architecture it is called to express, is the existence of non-branded surfaces possible? 

How does surface work in conditions which are different from that of brand and consumerist 

market? As said in the introduction, an example of a different kind of surface architecture could be 

the San Telmo Museum’s addition in San Sebastian (Spain), designed by Nieto Sobejano 

architects (Pic. 35). Here the formal definition of the building is the outcome of the encounter with 

the context. The surface is conceived to express such encounter. Its discontinuous and irregular 

development follows the lines of the Mount Urgull above. What seems to be a decorative pattern 

are actually holes of five different dimensions which are meant to support vegetation. Form, 

surface and ornament are inseparably conjoined within the symbolic dimension of the building.  

                                                
30 Moussavi F., Kubo M., p. 1. 

 

35. St. Telmo Museum Extension 
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A central role in the coming into existence of architecture is given to time and the human 

sensorial apparatus. The process of vegetation’s growth and of skin’s transformation into a green-

wall provides the measure of time passing, causing the reconnection of architecture with the 

natural order of the world. At the same time the presence of vegetation makes possible a full 

sensorial experience of architecture, which is no more just visual. 

This is an instance of the theoretical and critical scenarios that this approach to surface 

may disclose. Scenarios that are relevant to contemporary architectural practice and which are 

worthy to be further investigated.   
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